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Abstract 
Nowakowski, R.J., Search and sweep numbers of finite directed acyclic graphs, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 41 (1993) 1-11. 
The search number of a graph is the least number of searchers needed to find any (possibly infinitely 
fast) intruder hiding in the vertices or edges of the graph. The sweep number is the least number of 
searchers required if the searchers and intruder are constrained to the vertices (e.g. the edges may 
represent doors between rooms). In a directed acyclic graph the searchers are allowed to traverse the 
edges only in the given direction. The search number for directed acyclic graphs is determined. Bounds 
are given for the sweep number and it is determined exactly for two classes of directed acyclic graphs. 
1. Introduction 
There are many pursuit and search games that can be defined on graphs. Players 
may have complete information, for example Cops and Robbers [2,14] or Fox and 
Geese [5] (generalized to graphs). Or the players may have limited or no 
information. The latter are usually called search games, see [9]. Parsons [16,17] 
investigated one such game. The graph may be taken as representing a set of rooms 
(vertices) and corridors (edges). The searchers who move with fixed speed, have to 
find an infinitely fast intruder. Both edges and vertices have to be searched. He 
introduced the notion of the search number of G, s(G), the least number of 
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searchers required to find any intruder. If the searchers move along edges but only 
the nodes have to be searched (the edges may represent doors) call this a sweep and 
the least number of searchers required is denoted by SW(G). It is easy to verify that 
sw(G)ss(G)ssw(G) + 1. The graph in Fig. I(a) has search number 3 and sweep 
number 2. (In [lo], a different concept of node search was introduced; the searchers 
are “parachuted” to new nodes. In this variant s(G) - 1, s(G) or s(G) + 1 searchers 
may be required.) 
In this paper, the graphs will be finite directed acyclic graphs. In both versions, 
a searcher may slide along an edge only in the indicated direction. An intruder may 
traverse an edge in either direction. Now the relationship between s(G) and SW(G) 
is different. Clearly sw(G)<s(G), however the graph G in Fig. l(b) has s(G)=n* 
and SW(G) = 2n - 1. 
In general, little is known about the search number for undirected graphs. In [17] 
Parsons gave an algorithm for determining s(G). However in [13] (see also [12]) it 
was shown that the problem is NP-complete. The authors also obtained forbidden- 
subgraph characterizations for graphs with search numbers 2 and 3. In [6,8,10] the 
search number problem is related to several linear layout problems. 
For finite directed acyclic graphs the situation is better. In Section 3 of the paper, 
it is shown that the search number can be found in polynomial time. The situation 
concerning the sweep number is open. In Section 4, bounds for SW(G) are deter- 
mined and an example is constructed to show that these bounds are tight. Also an 
algorithm is given that determines SW(G) if G is a series-parallel directed acyclic 
graph. 
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2. Definitions, rules and preliminary results 
Let G = (V, E) be a finite directed acyclic graph. If A c V and x E V-A, then let 
C,(x) be the vertices of the connected component containing x in the underlying 
undirected graph G-A; let DA(x) = C,(x) U {e E E 1 3y E C,(x) and y E e}; and for 
eE E, e= (x, y), let DA(e) = {e} UDA(x) UD,(y). These sets consist of the vertices 
and edges of a connected component together with those edges which connect it to 
the cut set A. A vertex of indegree (outdegree) zero will be called a minimal (max- 
imal) vertex. A path is a set of vertices {xi,x2,...,x,} such that (x;,X~+~)EE, 
i= 1,2, . . . . n - 1. A subset of vertices is called an antichain if no two are contained 
in the same path. The width of G, wd(G), is the cardinality of the largest-sized an- 
tichain in G. The transitive closure of any directed acyclic graph is an ordered set. 
With this observation the following result is just a restatement of Dilworth’s 
theorem [7]. 
Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E) be a finite directed acyclic graph. The width of G equals 
the minimum number of paths whose union is V. 
For XE V, the height of x, h(x), is the length of the longest path which terminates 
at x. 
In both games suppose k searchers are used. A position P is defined by two 
functions: 
- Search game: g,: V-* {0,1,2, .. ..k). d,: VUE-+ {red,green}; 
- sweep game: g,: V-t {0,1,2 ,..., k}, c,: I/+ {red,green}. 
The function g, indicates how many searchers are on each vertex and the colour 
indicates whether a vertex (or edge) is known to be free of intruders (green) or not 
(red). 
A move from position P to position Q is made by choosing two vertices, say x, 
y, (x, y) E E with gP(x)>O and then moving a searcher from x to y. Let A = 
G - {w / go(w) > O}. The functions defining the position Q are: 
- Search game: d&v) = green; gQ(-@ = g&) - 1; gQ(Y) = g&9 + 1; gQ(z) = g&) 
if zfx, y; 
if gP(x) > 1 or if g&x) = 1 and every edge incident with x is green, except possibly 
(x,y), then dQ(x,y)=green and dQ(u)=d,(u) for ue(VUE)-{y,(x,y)}; 
if gP(x) = 1 and there exists a red edge (not (x, y)) incident with x, then dQ(z) = 
red for all z E DA(x) and dQ(z) = dp(z) for z E (VU E) - (DA(x) U { y}). 
- Sweep game: cQ(_d=green; gQ(x)=&(x)-l; gQ(Y)=&(Y)+1; gQ(z)=&dd 
if zzx, y; 
if gP(x)> 1 or if g&x) = 1 and there exists no red vertex, adjacent to or from x, 
except possibly y, then c&) = c,(z) for z E V- { y); 
if gP(x) = 1 and there exists a red vertex, other than y, adjacent to or from x, 
then cQ(z) = red for z E C,(x) and cQ(z) = c,,(z) for z E V- (C’,(x) U { y}). 
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In both games, the initial positions have searchers distributed in some fashion on 
the minimal vertices and only these occupied vertices are coloured green. 
In the search game, a final position is one in which every vertex and every edge 
is coloured green. The search number s(G) of G is the least number of searchers re- 
quired so that a final position is reached. Similarly in the sweep game, a final posi- 
tion is one in which every vertex is green and the sweep number SW(G) of G is the 
fewest searchers required to reach a final position. It is easy to see from the rules 
for a move from a position A to a position Q that: if after any move some edge e 
has one vertex green and the other red, then the green vertex must be occupied by 
a searcher; therefore if some path has its endvertices of opposite colours, then the 
path must contain a searcher. The following two results expand on this observation. 
Lemma 2. Let G = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph. If either game is played on 
G and a final position is reached, then after each move the set of vertices occupied 
by searchers eparates the maximal vertices from minimal vertices. 
Proof. If after a move in either game there was a path from a minimal x to a max- 
imal y which did not contain a searcher, then in particular y is red and therefore 
so is x. But no searcher can visit x and it will remain red for the rest of the game 
contradicting the assumption that a final position is reached. 0 
Lemma 3. Let position Q be reached from position P by moving a searcher along 
an edge (x, y). Suppose that there is some object in ihe graph that is green in P and 
red in Q, then in the sweep game, there is a vertex a adjacent to or from x such that 
cp(a) = red; and in the search game, there is an edge e incident with x such that 
dp (e) = red. 
Proof. This is obvious from the rules for changing from a position P to a position 
For any undefined terms see [I] or [3]. 
G L(G) 
Fig. 2. 
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3. The search number for a directed acyclic graph 
Let G = (V, E) be a finite directed acyclic graph. The directed line graph of G, 
L(G), has the edges of G as its vertices and ((a, 6), (c, d)) is an edge if !J = c. See Fig. 2 
for an example. Note that a path in L(G) corresponds to a path in G. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a finite directed acyclic graph with no isolated vertices. Then 
s(G) = wd(L(G)). 
Proof. An antichain in L(G) represents a set of edges in G, no two of which can 
be visited by the same searcher, therefore s(G) I wd(L(G)). 
Let w=wd(L(G)) and let Cl,&,..., C, be a set of paths, guaranteed by 
Theorem 1, whose union is the vertices of L(G). These paths correspond to paths 
D,,D,, . . . . D, in G. Note also that any edge of G occurs between two consecutive 
elements of some Di. The searchers sl, ~2, .. . , s, are placed on the minimum vertices 
ofD,,D2 ,..., D, respectively. The strategy for a move is to choose a searcher occu- 
pying a vertex with least height, say si occupying a E V. Now since a E Di, move Si 
to the next vertex along Di. 
Suppose that after a move has been made, all vertices and edges of G that have 
been visited or are occupied by a searcher are coloured green. This is true after the 
initial placement. Suppose the next move consists of moving Si from a to b along 
Di. If any green vertex or edge changes to red at the end of this move, then by 
Lemma 2 before this move there is a red edge e, see. However before the move, 
any edge (c, a) must be coloured green since h(c) < h(a) and c and a are consecutive 
vertices of Dj for some j. It follows that Sj must have traversed the edge (c, a) prior 
to moving Si from a to 6. An edge (a,d), d# b is contained in some Dj. If, before 
moving Si from a, this edge was coloured red, then Sj occupies a. Therefore a does 
not change colour. So, by induction, all of G is coloured green when all the 
searchers have reached maximal vertices. q 
The adjacency matrix of L(G) can be constructed from the adjacency matrix of 
G in O(l V13) operations, where the entry (i,j) is the number of edges from i to j. 
Determining the width and chains of the ordered set underlying L(G) can be done 
by taking the transitive closure (e.g. by finding all shortest paths) in O(/ V16) [12, 
p. 1291; the chains can be found by finding a bipartite matching [l, p. 4021 which 
takes O() 1/16); refining these chains to paths may require finding all longest paths 
again (O(l V16)) using a modification of the shortest paths algorithm. 
Consequently, the following result has been proved. 
Corollary 5. Let G be a finite connected irected acyclic graph. Then s(G) can be 
determined in O(l Vj6) steps. 
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4. The sweep game for a directed acyclic graph 
The bounds in the next theorem are exact, as will be shown later. A partition 
.X2= {A,,& . . . . A,.) of G into antichains is called a level decomposition if for any 
XEA,, y<x implies that y~Aj where j< i; Ai is called the ith level. Let h(x,._&) = i 
if XEA;. In particular, if x<y, then h(x,Y$)<h(y,&‘). If C is a path of G, then 
e(C,&)=min(/Cl,max{h(y,J)-h(x,&) 1 x E C, (x, y) E E} >. A collection of paths 
%={C,,C, )..., Cj > is called a path cover of G if I/= Ui= I Ci. For a path cover ZZ 
and level decomposition A, let f( g, &‘) = 1 {C E f? 1 e(C, .xZ) < 1 Cl } 1. 
Theorem 6. Let G be a finite directed acyclic graph with 1El I 1. Then 
wd(G)Isw(G)rmin{f(@?,&+ c e(C,&)}-1 
CEI 
where the minimum is taken over all path covers and level decompositions. 
Proof. Since no two vertices of an antichain can be visited by the same searcher, 
it follows that wd(G)lsw(G). 
Let A={A1,A,,..., Ak} be a level decomposition of G and Q = { Cr, C,, . . . , Cj > 
a path cover for which f( 6’,&‘) + xi= 1 e(C;,d) is minimized. Since 1El L 1, it is 
clear that sw(G)s / 1/l - 1 and therefore we may assume that there is a path, say 
Cr , such that e(C,,&)< IC, I. Each path Ci, i = 2,3, . . . ,j has either lC;l searchers 
or, if lCil >e(Ci,&), then e(Ci,d)+ 1 searchers associated with it. In particular, 
the path C, has e(C,,d) associated searchers. Initially, the searchers associated 
with Ci are placed on the first e(Ci,d) + 1 or lCil vertices of Ci depending whether 
i= 1, e(Ci,&Z)< /C,i or e(Ci,d)L ICi(. Vertices may be occupied by more than one 
searcher if they belong to more than one path. The strategy is to choose a vertex 
x not yet visited by a searcher where h(x,&) is a minimum. In addition, if ZE Cr 
and XE C,, gf 1 are possible choices, then x is chosen. Having chosen a vertex x, 
then for each path, C, in the path cover such that x E C, move a searcher from the 
least vertex y of C occupied by a searcher associated with this path. Continue 
moving this searcher along the shortest subpath of C connecting y and x. Call such 
a sequence of moves a maneuver. 
Note that in the initial position A, is coloured green. Suppose that after the nth 
maneuver all vertices occupied or visited by searchers are coloured green and sup- 
pose that the next maneuver will have searchers occupying the chosen vertex XE Ai. 
Fig. 3. 
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From the induction hypothesis it follows that the vertices of UL=, A, are coloured 
green. The searchers associated with a path form a subpath, therefore if any vertex 
changes from green to red during a maneuver it must do so immediately after the 
first move of the searcher in a maneuver along its associated path. In particular, if 
x E C, and the searcher associated with C, that is moved during this maneuver 
starts at YE Cg, then by Lemma 3 there must be an edge (z, y) or (y, z) with z col- 
oured red before the move off y. But h(y,&) I i- e(C,,&) - 1 if gf 1 and 
h( y, .A) 5 i - e(C,, d) otherwise. If (z, y) is an edge, then h(z,.&) 5 h( y, ,A) and so z 
is coloured green. If (y, z) is an edge and g> 1, then h(z, &) I h( y, &) + e(C,, ._&) I
i - 1 and again z is green. If g = 1, then h(z, d) 5 h(y, J) + e(C,, &) I i. However, if 
z E Cq, q # 1, then by the choice of X, the vertex z has been visited or is presently 
occupied by a searcher, i.e. z is coloured green. If z E Cr and h(r,,&< i, then z is 
occupied by a searcher, If h(z,&) = i, then z = x and when the searcher moves off 
y it moves directly to x. By induction then when all the vertices have been visited 
by searchers, the graph is coloured green. 0 
There are graphs whose sweep number is the upper bound or the lower bound or 
neither. The graph G in Fig. 3 has wd(G) = 3, SW(G) =4 and the value of the right- 
hand expression of Theorem 6 is 5. 
Let e(G)=max{h(y)-h(x) 1 (x,y)~E}. 
Corollary 7. Let G be a finite directed acyclic graph with IEl> 1 then SW(G)< 
(e(G) + 1) wd(G) - 1. Moreover, given any positive integers e and w there is a finite 
directed acyclic graph G with e = e(G), w = wd(G) and SW(G) = (e(G) + 1) wd(G) - 1. 
Proof. That SW(G) 5 (e(G) + 1) wd(G) - 1 follows immediately from Theorems 1 
and 6. 
Given ez 1 and wz 1, let C,,C, ,..., C, be directed paths where Ci= 
Fig. 4. Alternating cover cycles. 
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{Qj,j (j= 1,2, . . . , 2e(e+I)w+e) and (ai,j,ai,j+i), j=1,2,...,2e(e+l)~+e-1 is 
an edge. Let G= (V,E) be the directed graph where I/= Ur= i I’(Ci) and 
E= ui”=, WC;), in addition (ai,j, Q~,~+~) is an edge for 1 I i,ks w and 
j= 1,2 , . . . ,2e(e+ 1)~. Clearly e(G) =e and wd(G) = w. Partition G into blocks 
B;={a,Jk=1,2,..., w, j=p+(i-l)e,p=1,2 ,..., e} for i=l,2 ,..., 2(e+l)w+l. 
Given a sweep by SW(G) searchers, some block Bi will be the first to become en- 
tirely green. Consider the situation immediately after the move which makes Bi 
green. Since sw(G)l(e+ l)w- 1, there exists some j such that 2Ijs2(e+ I)w+ 1 
and Bj contains no searcher. If a E C, fl Bj is green, then all of C, fl Bj is green. But 
then Bj_l and Bj+, must be entirely green contrary to the choice of Bi. Therefore 
Bj is entirely red. Between any two adjacent blocks and therefore between any two 
blocks there are ew disjoint paths. If j<i, then there would be ew disjoint paths 
from Bj to Bi, each starting on a red vertex and ending on a green, and hence 
each containing a searcher (by the rules for moves); since wd(Bj) = w and j< i, it 
would require an additional w searchers to make Bj green, contradicting SW(G)< 
(e + 1)w - 1. Therefore there exists j> i such that Bj is completely red. 
If there is a red vertex, x, in Bk, k<i, then there would be (e+ 1)w disjoint paths 
from Bj U {x) to Bi e This would require (e + 1)w searchers. Therefore, B, must be 
the first block to be coloured green and by extending the previous arguments it 
follows that B2 is the second block to be coloured green. Let a E B2 be the last red 
vertex in B, and consider the situation before and after the move when this vertex 
and therefore all of B, and B2 becomes green. After the move, since there still is 
a block completely coloured red, there are at least ew searchers in Ui, 1 Bi. Before 
the move the w vertices in B, adjacent from a must be occupied by searchers, i.e., 
sw(G)zew-l+w=(e+l)w-1. 0 
An alternating cover cycle B is a set of 2n distinct vertices {x1,x2, . . . ,xzn} to- 
gether with a set of paths {C,, C,, . . . , Cz,} where Czi={Xzi-i,Xli 1 (Xzi-i,XZi)EE}, 
i=l,2,.*.*fl; Czi+i isapathfromX2i+i tOXzi,i=l,2,...,n-l;C,isapathfromx, 
tOXzn; ICinCi+il=/cinc2J=l fori=l,2,..., 2n - 1 otherwise 1Cit-l Cjl = 0, i#j. 
See Fig. 4 for examples. Proper alternating cover cycles (JCzi+, 1 > 2) were intro- 
duced by Rival and Zaguia [18]. 
A cutset for a partial order is a set of elements which intersects every maximal 
chain (introduced in [4]). For a finite ordered set a cutset in the order sense cor- 
responds to a vertex-separating set (separating the maximals from the minimals) for 
the directed acyclic graph corresponding to the Hasse diagram. Rival and Zaguai 
[18] proved that a finite ordered set can be decomposed into antichains which are 
cutsets just if the ordered set contains no proper alternating cover cycle. Since the 
searchers must separate maximal vertices from minimal vertices, it is not too sur- 
prising that alternating cover cycles (dis)appear in the following. 
Theorem 8. Let G be a finite directed graph. If G contains no alternating cover 
cycle, then SW(G) = wd(G). 
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Proof. Let C,, C,, . . . , C, be a path cover of G where each Ci is a maximal path. 
With each path Ci associate a searcher si and place it on the minimum vertex of C;. 
A searcher will only visit vertices belonging to its associated path. 
Assume that after the kth move every vertex visited or occupied by a searcher is 
coloured green. If there is a searcher Si occupying vertex XE Ci and all the vertices 
adjacent to x, except possibly for y the next vertex along C;, are coloured green, 
then si can move to y. Now if any green vertex changes to red, it follows that x 
is adjacent to a red vertex but this is contrary to the choice of x. It remains to 
show that such a vertex exists. Suppose for i = 1,2, . . . , w, Si occupies ai E Cj and 
each ai is adjacent to some bj where bi is coloured red and (Qi,bi)$E(Ci). If for 
some i, bi E Ci, then (aj, bi) and the subpath of Ci from ai to b; is an alternating 
cover cycle. Consequently, for each i= 1,2, . . . , w we may assume that bie Cj and 
that there exists a corresponding (least) j=f(i) such that bje Cj. Let jr = 1, and 
consider the sequence aj,, bj,, aj2, bj2y .. . where j,=f(j,), etc. Since G is finite there 
is a shortest consecutive subsequence ajk, bjk, ajk+,, bjk+lv .. . , aj,, bjr such that Cjk fl Cjr 
is nonempty and contains some element x, while all other pairs Cj,, C’, have empty 
(a) G = (G,+ G,J 0 G, 
(b) H = (G + 5, 0 (G + G) 
Fig. 5. 
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intersection for ksp<qsr and (p,q)#(k,r). Then aj,,bj,,aj,+,,bj,+,,...,aj,_,,bj,~, 
along the subpaths C,: of CjS from ajS to bjx_, for S= k+ 1, k+2, . . ..r- 1 and C 
(obtained by following the subpath of Cj, from ajk to x by the subpath of Cjr from 
x to bj7_,) is an alternating cover cycle. (Note that for each s the subpath of C, 
does go from ajS to bj~~, because of induction and the fact that bj$_, is red.) 
Therefore there is always a searcher who can move without introducing any new 
red vertices. By induction then when all the searchers reach the maximal vertices of 
G, all of I/ is green. 0 
The next class of directed acyclic graphs for which SW(G) can be determined 
quickly are the series-parallel sets. Let G,, G2 be directed acyclic graphs then 
Gr + Gz is the disjoint union of the two directed acyclic graphs (a parallel connec- 
tion); G, @ G2 is the directed acyclic graph in which G, , Gz retain their respective 
edge sets, in addition (a, b) is an edge if a is maximal in Gt and b is minimal in Gz 
(a series connection). Let maxl(G) be the set of maximal elements of G and mini(G) 
be the set of minimal elements. 
Theorem 9. Let G and H be finite directed acyclic graphs. Then 
(i) sw(G + H) = SW(G) + SW(H), 
(ii) sw(G@H)=max{sw(G),sw(H), lmaxl(G)j + Iminl(H)( -l}, 
Proof. The proof of (i) is clear. 
For (ii), it is clear that at least max(sw(G), SW(H)} is required. To see that at least 
Imaxl(G) + minl(H)I - 1 searchers must be used, consider the situation when 
/mini(H)) - 1 searchers have moved up to H. Then at least one vertex of mini(H) 
is red. The unoccupied elements of maxl(G) are also red. Each of these require a 
separate searcher to colour them green, i.e., at least ImaxI( more searchers must 
be left in G in order to ensure that G is coloured green. 0 
Theorem 9 then is the basis of an algorithm to determine SW(G) if G has a series- 
parallel decomposition. For example the graph G in Fig. 5(a) has the decom- 
position G = (G, + G,)@ G2 so that SW(G) = max{ 1 + 1,2,3} = 3 and in Fig. 5(b), 
H=(G+G,)@(G+G) and therefore sw(H)=max{3+2,3+3,7}=7. 
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